



JEWELLERY SIZE GUIDE  

To assist in your search, please consult below the Camille Louise Jewellery size guides.  

If you require any assistance, we look forward to help you find your perfect size.  

Please contact us at: 

Camille Louise Jewellery Clients Inquiries: 

By e-mail: info@camillelouise-jewellery.com 

By what’s app or mobile phone: +41 79 437 32 12 

RINGS 

We advice you to take mesure your finger circumference in the end of the day. Avoid doing 
the measurements when your fingers are warm or cold. 

Also, please note the measures of finger circumference may change from one hand to ano-
ther. You can read the following method below to measure your ring size: 

Measuring your finger circumference 

1. Take a length of string or cut a strip of paper which would ideally measure 1cm wide.  

2. Wrap it around your largest finger. 

3. Use a pen to mark the point on the string or piece of paper where the circle is formed. 

4. Pick the string or strip of paper on a flat surface. 

5. Take a ruler in order to measure the distance from the start to the point where you left 
a mark. 

6. Use the size chart below in order to choose your ring size. 
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SIZING GUIDE RINGS CHART 
 



BRACELETS 

Make sure in the print options that “Paper Scaling” is set to “No” and that the landscape 
format is selected. 

Please note that this size guide is an indicative tool : 

S = 16 cm 
M = 17 cm 
L = 18 cm 

1) Print your wrist meter on a form sheet. 

2) In case of doubt, check your impression with a ruler. 

3) Then cut out your meter, and adjust it to your wrist. 

4) To find your ideal bracelet size, please refer to the attached chart. 

Bracelet Size Chart

Your wrist size in inch/
cm

Tight or Loose Wear Tight or Loose Wear

6.3 inch / 16 cm S S

6.7 inch / 17 cm M M

7.1 inch / 18 cm L L



OPTION IMPRESSION 

• Please print this wrist sizer and measure your bracelet site on your wrist. In case of 

doubt, check your impression with a ruler that 1 cm corresponds to 1cm on a ruler. 

•  To get the best results, you will need to go to the ‘printing option’ before printing and 

ensure that the ‘page scaling’ option is set to ‘none’ in the print dialogue box.  

• The bracelet Sizer must be printed on a full letter size A4 size page. To check that the 

measures are correct and the bracelet sizer has been printed properly, take a ruler and 

measure the sample below.  

It should measure exactly 2 cm: 




